
FARM HEALTH 
FASTMAPS

Farm Health FastMaps is an animal disease mapping tool for organizations and 
governments to identify control zones in minutes and quickly send alert messages 
to stop disease spread.

Disease Mapping in Minutes  

Create disease 
control zones of 
any size or shape.

Anonymize farm 
location data so 
that the maps 
can be shared.

Green dots indicate farm locations.
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Easy and secure disease mapping in minutes 
Farm Health FastMaps helps disease mappers within producer organizations or governments to easily 
establish zones and quickly communicate with impacted farms where heightened biosecurity is needed. 
The system offers an all-in-one mapping and communications tool to help at-risk farms and the entire 
sector take early action before a disease gets out of hand.

www.farmhealthguardian.com info@farmhealthguardian.com

How Farm Health FastMaps Works

Generate a list of all 
farms in the control 
zone including 
contact information.

Send notifications 
to farms and 
stakeholders.
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FARM HEALTH FASTMAPS FEATURES

MAP CONTROL ZONES 
IN MINUTES  

BETTER PREDICT 
DISEASE SPREAD 

REROUTE 
TRANSPORTATION  

COMBINE MULTIPLE 
SECTORS 

SEND DISEASE 
RISK ALERTS  

IDENTIFY ALL FARMS 
IN A ZONE 

Quickly and easily create 
control zones of any size 

Factor in weather conditions 
such as wind speed and 

direction, temperature and 
humidity to better predict and 

prevent disease spread

Send alerts to service 
providers and other industry 

partners about delivery routes 
to avoid in the control zone 
to prevent disease spread 

outside of the zone

Merge multiple livestock sector 
data together if an outbreak 

impacts more than one species

Send messages to everyone 
in the control zone notify 

them of heightened disease 
risk in their area 

Generate a report listing all 
commercial and backyard 
farms in the control zone, 

including contact information

Speed matters when disease is suspected. Taking 
rapid action to identify control zones, improve 
communication and enhance biosecurity measures 
will mitigate the impact and spread of disease.

Protect Your Sector

Take Action with Farm 
Health FastMaps

Contact us to learn more:

Anonymize and/or hide farm location data so that 
maps can be shared while protecting farmer privacy
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